
Think Biobased Challenge - Rules & Regulations 

1. The BioCannDo competition aims to raise awareness and involve students in the 
transition toward a biobased economy. 

2. The Think Biobased Challenge is organized on a European level. Only College of 
University students in European countries can compete. 
1. The challenge begins on October 31 2018 2 12:00 (local time in the Netherlands), 

and ends February 1 2019 23:59 (local time in the Netherlands), 
2. Reward/Final: Beginning of May 2019,  

3. The submissions proposed by the participants or teams are judged on the following 
criteria: Fit for education; 2. biobased possibilities; 3. innovative lesson; 4. creating 
awareness. 
1. You can only compete if you have completed the registration form. 

4. In this competition, you must realize teaching materials for 1. Primary schools (9-12 
years of age), or 2. Secondary schools (13-16 years of age), or 3. Secondary Vocational 
Education (17-22 years of age). 

• The material must be directly useful, 
• The material must be innovative, 
• The material must be a biobased lesson, 
• The material will be presented online, 
• All material will be posted and presented in English and in your own language, 

All the above themes will be the judging criteria. 

5. Competing in this challenge means that you agree to making your submission available 
for the organization. 

6. The organization will make your submission available on the BioCannDo platform 
allthings.bio. 

7. Competing means that you will be available for the online award ceremony at the 
beginning of May 2019. (the exact date will announced on the MOOC platform). 

8. The jury will consist of a number of experts in the fields of bio-based education, and from 
academia and industry. 

9. Jury members cannot be involved in any way with any of the participating members. 
10. The jury members will not be announced before the submission deadline. 
11. No communication about the jury's decisions is possible. 
12. The monetary award is provided “as is” (any taxation should be paid by the receiving 

party) and is divided equally among the team members (if there is a team). 
13. In case the winning team rejects the prize or does not comply in any way with these 

regulations, the organization has the right to select another winner. 
14. Competing means that you will invent your own innovative educational tool for biobased 

education.Plagiarism will be punished with exclusion from the competition. 
 

15. Intellectual property 

15.1 Only the jury and the organization have access to the presentation and submitted 
dossier, as well as personal information for matters related to the competition only. 
15.2 Submission will not result in any transfer of ownership to the organizers, jury, or 
sponsors of the competition. 
15.3 The organization will determine whether the contribution is posted publicly on the 
website. 
15.4 The entrants will not ask the users for money if the submission is placed on a platform 
for educational use. 



16. General 

16.1 All deadlines mentioned with a date only are before 23:59 CET that day. 
16.2 The organization may always make exemptions to these regulations without notice or 
providing a reason. 
16.3 The organization can exclude a participant or a team when they do not comply with 
these regulations, act against the law or otherwise act immorally. 
16.4 The BioCannDo competition organization reserves the right to amend, postpone, or 
cancel the competition, or to change the dates and conditions without incurring liability if 
circumstances beyond its control require it to do so. 
16.5 All participants permit the organization, free of charge, to use personal information and 
team information, including information on the designed innovation and awarded prizes, for 
promotional purposes. Also, pictures and other contributions provided in the context of the 
challenge can be used free of charge for promotion via different media channels. 
16.6 In all situations not foreseen in these regulations, or in case of a dispute, the 

organization shall decide how to resolve the problem. 


